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Leaving Philadelphia in the twilight on the Rickmers Seoul

Tuesday 23 July 2013 7.18am
A good night’s sleep after a strange and disturbing film called Mr Brooks, as
violent as most of those we have been given on disk appear to be, gripping and
unresolved at the end. I prefer this cabin to the one on the Bahia, it is just slightly more
substantial and is more imaginatively laid out. We are heading south at the moment,
heading for a place called Norfolk which is situated close to the ocean end of huge
Chesapeake Bay. There we are to pick up cargo before heading to Antwerp.
The departure from Philadelphia revealed that our quay and terminal is possibly
the only one still in use beyond both of the the great bridges north of the city.
Apparently it is hired by Rickmers for their own use and so can afford to be old
fashioned seeming and casual, lacking both the slick efficiency and officiousness of
other ports with their buses, cautions, oversight and passes.
We were pulled out from the quay and turned around by a single tug and then
set off along the river front of Philadelphia city. A river front astonishing for the great
number of abandoned and derelict quays, some of which have been well developed
into posh condominiums and commercial ventures of one sort or another, others not.
Philadelphia was once, many years ago, before the ascendancy of New York, the
greatest port in America. The great number of deserted and derelict quays has its
counterpart in New York and is evidence of the effect of containerisation as well as

the decline in manufacturing over the past sixty or seventy years. It is surprising that
all the disused waterfront at the heart of the city has not been snaffled and developed,
though much has. One decaying quay contained an old two funnelled liner called The
United States, apparently just rotting away. As twilight slowly descended on
Philadelphia it was lovely to sail right in front of and up close to a great city, past its
skyscrapers and waterfront and under two great and busy bridges. When eventually we
came to the dock at which the Bahia had berthed on our arrival eight days ago, it was
empty and seemed remarkably small.
Earlier we talked to the Third Mate about piracy and procedures to manage it.
On the bridge there is a great cluster of red fire extinguishers full of CO2 for use in the
case of piracy, quite to what purpose he seemed as clueless as we were, though not
about other procedures for such emergencies. The Captain has told us that he has been
chased twice by pirates in the Red Sea. This ship has dummy soldiers to place on deck,
razor wire to place round the ship as well as an electrified wire. There is also a
“Citadel”, a space to which all the crew can retire and lock themselves in should they
be boarded.
The cargo we are to pick up in Norfolk comprises six locomotives destined for
Indonesia, each weighing over a hundred tons. Apparently one of the forward ship
cranes can lift over three hundred tons on its own. Then the ship heads for Antwerp,
Hamburg, Genoa, through the Suez and on to Indonesia, Hong Cong, China, Japan,
and across the Pacific to New Orleans and so on, an endless round. There are new
ports added to the trip as cargo becomes available. We learned much later in the trip
that after Hamburg there is cargo to be picked up in Southampton, which would have
tempted us to stay on until then, had we known this when we booked.
Patty Marx has offered to send off an email to Boldre for us on her phone when
we get to Norfolk at about 4.00pm this afternoon. We should be there for about a day
and arrive in Antwerp on the 6th or 7th of August, assuming decent weather.
It is interesting to be on so different a ship. This one was built in China and is
ten years old. Incidentally on the Bahia there was a special six berth cabin, on the
main deck, for security personnel during the trip through Suez and beyond. I have not
noticed the same on this ship, but it does take on armed security people for that trip.
Later: 1.08pm
We learned at lunch today that there is indeed much more to Patty than meets
the eye and that although she might at first have seemed meek, mild, a tad naive and
serious, in fact she is anything but. Appearances are deceptive. For a start, while self
deprecating and modest, when she is prompted she begins to reveal impressive
achievements. She does not write for any ordinary publication, she writes for the New
Yorker, usually comic pieces and indeed is something of an expert on humour and
comedy. She is a friend of Woody Allen and Steve Martin, dined with the former fairly
recently and is obviously very fond of him, though not uncritically. I asked about her
religion and she told the joke about the little Jewish boy who, sitting next to a Christian
minister, learned from him that there are a variety of gods worshipped by the different
peoples of the world. He asked his father about this multiplicity of gods and his father
replied: “Son there is one God and one God only, and we don’t believe in him”.
She would be , I surmise, a major festival attending, cultural Jew rather than a believer.
Among other things we were talking about different ways of travelling. Roland

informing us of an organisation called I think “Cerberus” and she of one called
“Couch Surfers”. Both of these enable travel at no cost by way of staying with folk for
nothing, though the actual journeys have to be paid for of course. Roland gave us some
interesting examples of his success with the former.
Wednesday 24 July 2013 7.12am
A beautiful morning to be in dock at Norfolk which appears to be a large naval
town or city sited on its own bay opening into the enormous Chesapeake bay. We are
today to load six electric train engines destined for Indonesia which we hope to watch
and photograph as they are loaded, this especially for Susie in Benalla, who is a three
year old train buff and fanatic.
It was a smooth sail into Chesapeake, the water with a strange greenish look to
it, possibly because of the amount of fresh river water that runs into the bay. We
entered through a gap in a very long causeway on concrete stilts. It was only as we got
close to this that we were able to see that it is in fact a road connecting the two sides
of the very wide mouth of the bay. There are two gaps in this miles and miles of
causeway that allow ships through. The roadway resorts to a tunnel underneath the sea
at these two points. It would be thrilling to drive across, especially in stormy weather,
the northen side was pretty well too far to see, the southern was rather closer as we
sailed through. The causeway must cut miles and miles off a coastal north-south
journey by road.
Our ship pushed on into the huge bay which eventually, possibly a hundred
miles or more further on, narrows down to lead up the Potomac River to Washington
and up another branch to Baltimore. We ourselves however headed into the subsidiary
bay upon which Norfolk is situated, passing a large naval base (further up Chesapeake
Bay is Annapolis the Navy training Academy). In its docks there were all sorts of
strange naval vessels including an aircraft carrier. We pressed on in lovely, late
afternoon sunshine past docks of all sorts, including a smart and efficient looking coal
terminal containing two ships and with rail wagons laden with coal waiting to supply
the chutes to the ships’ holds.
Eventually we came to our own dock, easily identifiable because although
deserted and devoid of any activity, lined up waiting for us was a row of six, pristine
looking, white and red train engines. Next door, over a great shed, were another two
naval vessels, one of them possibly what passes for a frigate these days, the other some
sort of transporter I would guess. Both bristled with aerials, antennae, dishes, disks
and globes.

Later: 2.20pm
All we four passengers watched our ship in to port on a warm, still evening and
then the beginning of the preparations that had to be made for loading the six train
engines. The actual loading was due to begin at 7.00 the next morning.
Dinner was meat balls and noodles, the former much superior to those dished
up on the Bahia and they were accompanied by a delicious sweet chilli sauce. It was
a dinner with much talk and hilarity among the four of us and we lingered long after
the departure of the officers at the other table. Everyone who comes into the dining
room, almost without exception, wishes those already present “bon appetite”. The
Filipinos from the kitchen on their departure from their own mess always look in and
say the same with a great grin and wave. Patty told us that she could send any emails
we wanted on her phone while we were in port, very kind of her. She came to our
cabin after lunch to do this, so we sent one off to Chris Butler in Boldre and one to my
daughter Lil asking her to let folk know we are incommunicado on this ship.
Patty went to town in a taxi to stock up at a supermarket, for she eats little of
the ship’s fare and she asked if we wanted anything. We said we did not, mainly
because we don’t, but also because we have no cash except on our card. Anyway,
because I had been singing the praises of Stilton cheese, she brought us back a nog as
a gift, as well as some biscuits requested by Roland. When she came into our cabin to
take our emails she said that she had originally been allocated our cabin, the
“Owner’s” until we were booked, but she added that she would much sooner have us
on board and the worst cabin than the best cabin and not us. Very sweet of her.

We went up on deck before breakfast to see how things were going and then,
as we chatted at breakfast, Diana went to the window and said it looked as though the
loading of the train engines was getting underway. So up we went and watched as the
first three were delicately picked up by two of the ship’s cranes, one crane for each
end, and lifted carefully across to an open hold on the starboard side. There they were
lowered inch by inch into the hold, swaying on the rope slings, but not dangerously.
Each engine took about half an hour to pick up, take across and unload. I hope little

Susie will be pleased with the photos we took and will send. After three had been
loaded a great deal of time was spent in securing them, out of sight down in the hold
and then, as we had guessed, a floor was added above them composed of great slabs
stacked on the deck and made for the purpose. The final three trains were place on top
of the others in the same hold.
It is a great privilege to be able to
witness so unusual a sight, and also to
travel on a general cargo ship such as this,
the antithesis of slick, speed-obsessive
container ships. It is also a little more
passenger friendly than the Bahia in that
there is a spacious deck called the Pilot
Deck which invites us to sit out on it and
with enough room to walk about and right
round from port to starboard. The bridge
and its deck is above and only a bar and
recreation room are at the same level,
forming an island in a large desk space
close to the starboard rail, but not up to it.
The crew too appear more used to
passengers and especially friendly. We
suspect that passengers feature more
regularly on this ship than they do on the
Bahia. We are due to sail at 4.00pm. All
the train engines are now loaded, but the
securing of the last three will take plenty of
time.
Thursday 25 July 2013 6.10am
I am up earlier than for a long time. Usually I lie in bed and read, drifting off
back to sleep periodically. Early rising is strictly a pre-retirement necessity, but it is
productive and so likely to be continued once I get to Boldre. The sea today is tranquil
the dawn lovely and red, and at this stage not stormy though the sky is grey.
We sailed yesterday around 5.00pm, pulled and nudged out of dock as we said
Evensong together, after which we went on deck for five minutes before dinner. The
meal was that staple of seaboard life, schnitzel, with an unidentifiable vegetable that
Roland maintained was kohl rabi, but is more likely to be what we called in Zimbabwe
choko, as well as garlic rice which was good. Patty didn’t come for dinner. She never
eats it anyway, nibbling salad only. She said to me on deck beforehand that meals are
always the same, just given a different name. She does appear to be a very, very
selective eater. We learned earlier from Roland that the Americans are trying to stop
ships keeping their engines running in port by requiring them to plug in to the local
electrical system. A good idea.
We watched a James Bond film last night, of all things, called “A Quantam of
Solace”. The plentiful violence was nowhere near as confronting as in most of the
other thrillers we have watched because of its balletic character and exaggeration to
the point of absurdity. Fun to watch.
Friday 26 July 2013 10.00am
The sea got rougher last night and remains so. A trip to the bridge this morning

reveals our longitude to be now 65 west and latitude 38 north (we are travelling at
present much more to the east than to the north but later today will turn slightly closer
to true north east). The wind in the log book is shown to come from the south and its
speed between 22 and 26 knots. The swell is between 3 and 4 metres and designated
“rather rough”. Our speed with the help of the Gulf Stream is 14 knots. Raoul tells
us that this current is the strongest of all ocean currents.
Our pattern of life on this boat is rather different from that on the Bahia, mainly
because of our fellow passengers, both of whom are interesting. We linger long after
each meal. Patty writes under her full name “Patricia Marx” and has two novels
published and contracts for a couple of others. She is a humorous writer and lectures
on humour at I think Columbia University. She spent some years at Kings College
Cambridge doing a doctoral thesis which to her chagrin she never finished, its topic
had something to do with immigration in Britain at a time when it was all blowing up
as an issue around her, far too wide and broad a subject. She was at Cambridge at the
same time as the “Beyond the Fringe” group and as an undergraduate in the US was
part of a Harvard satirical group, the name of which I must get from her. Apparently
she was the first woman to belong to this group and one of her contracted books is
about being so. Not only is she a friend of Woody Allen, she is also a friend of Steve
Martin and she knows Meryl Streep. She is not dazzlingly humorous in conversation
or personality, but kindly, not at all pushy or egotistic, and can be quietly witty and
droll. She comes up now and then with very acute observations. She told us of a friend
who was asked whether he was a Jew and who after careful thought replied “I am Jew
(pause) - ish”. A clever answer and true she says of many of the Jews she mixes with
and is a part of. She is very well read in literature, and has seen most films worth
seeing.
Roland really is something of an adventurer and is much travelled. There is
more to him than meets the eye too. He is more overtly humorous than Patty and
although Swiss-German accented it is fairly easy to communicate with him, though he
has to ask what we mean quite a bit. He is very funny and expressive with his hands,
they are an integral part of his humour and almost a part of his vocabulary.
We had a cocktail with the Captain at 11.15 yesterday morning. He is
Roumanian and thickly accented, so I missed fifty percent of what he was on about,
Patty probably seventy five percent. I thought he had asked us along to tell us what we
can and can’t do, offering a drink to soften any disappointment or disillusion in us.
Not at all, it was public relations. He seems to have a sense of responsibility for us and
wishes our trip to be as pleasant as possible. I had a Dubonnet, the first in about fifty
years, and I think considered a girls drink. He and Roland had a Martini, Patti and
Diana no alcohol at all. Mostly we quizzed him on Roumania, and he told us of his
admiration for Prince Charles who has bought up a lot of land in that country to
preserve it in its natural beauty, apparently there is much there unspoilt. It was hard
to work out where he stood on Ceausesceau - he certainly didn’t inveigh against that
regime, nor reveal any favour towards it, but he did seem less than enamoured of the
present government. He says that being a seaman has changed so much over the
yearsw. So great is the increase in regulation, paperwork and monitoring he would
never become one if starting again now. He had no regrets though, for he joined up in
times that were good and has enjoyed it mightily.
I had bacon and egg for breakfast. A mistake, as it nearly always is, for the
bacon is cheap, thick and fatty and the staring, garish yellow eyes of the eggs lacked

that essential, gentle basting, that mists their bilious stare with a membranous cataract.
Patty ordered eggs too but ate only the white. She eats almost nothing. Our film last
night was an amusing one called “Red”.

Patty, myself, Diana and Roland at table
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